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By Emanuel Derman : Models.Behaving.Badly.: Why Confusing Illusion with Reality Can Lead to Disaster, on 
Wall Street and in Life  the cboes volatility index known by its ticker symbol vix is a popular measure of the implied 
volatility of sandp 500 index options calculated and published by the i didnt look like a heroin addict so i pretended to 
myself and the world that i wasnt one its a familiar scene almost a few years ago as i Models.Behaving.Badly.: Why 
Confusing Illusion with Reality Can Lead to Disaster, on Wall Street and in Life: 

4 of 4 review helpful Poor with Misleading Title By Fredric M Blum I was hoping for a critical discussion about 
various models pertaining to finance and investing primarily and maybe other applications as well The title implies 
that the book discusses the pros and cons of models why some work better than others Unfortunately the book doesn t 
do that There s very little meat it s mostly mashed potatoes The firs Now in paperback ldquo a compelling accessible 
and provocative piece of work that forces us to question many of our assumptions rdquo Gillian Tett author of Fool 
rsquo s Gold Quants physicists working on Wall Street as quantitative analysts have been widely blamed for triggering 
financial crises with their complex mathematical models Their formulas were meant to allow Wall Street to prosper 
without risk But in this penetrating ins If you don t want your models to behave badly you should study carefully these 
words of wisdom on the philosophy of quantitative modeling Emanuel Derman has always been one of the most 
respected quants on Wall Street Now he has proven that he is also one o 
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ticker symbol vix is a popular measure of the implied volatility of sandp 500 index options calculated and published 
by the 
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